Working memory in posterior cortical atrophy.
We used an ad hoc created neuropsychological battery to evaluate in details both verbal and visuospatial working memory (WM) in patients with posterior cortical atrophy (PCA, n = 5). PCA is a rare, early-onset neurodegenerative dementia, often due to Alzheimer's disease (AD) pathology. Clinically, PCA patients present with visual, visuospatial, and visuomotor deficits, and no memory complaints. PCA patients' patterns of performance were compared with those of 11 typical, amnestic AD patients matched for disease severity, as well as with 17 age-matched healthy controls. Both groups of patients had impaired WM performance compared to controls. However, PCA patients were more impaired than typical AD patients for both verbal and visuospatial WM. Moreover, PCA patients showed a more consistent impairment of visuospatial WM, as compared with verbal WM. Systematic WM evaluation should be part of the standard assessment in PCA. WM deficits affect patients' quality of life and can be detrimental to rehabilitation programs.